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Abstract.      Doses in mammography should be maintained as low as possible without reducing the high image
quality needed to the early detection of the breast cancer. As the breast is composed of tissues with very soft
composition and densities, it increases the difficulty to detect small changes in the normal anatomical structures
that may be associated with breast cancer. To achieve the standards of resolution and contrast for
mammography, the quality and intensity of the x-ray beam, the breast positioning and compression, the film-
screen system, and the film processing must be in optimal operational conditions. This study intended to evaluate
the mean glandular dose of patients undergoing routine exams in one mammography unit. Patient image analyses
were done by a radiologist doctor who took into account 10 evaluation criteria for each CC and MLO incidences.
For estimating each patient glandular dose the radiographic technique parameters (kV and mA.s) and the
thickness of the compressed breast were recorded. European image quality criteria were adopted by the
radiologist doctor to accept the image for diagnostic purpose. For breast densities of 50% adipose and 50%
glandular tissues the incident air-kerma was measured and the glandular dose calculated considering the x-ray
output during the exam. In the study of 50 patients the mean glandular dose varied from 0.90 to 3.27 mGy with a
mean value of 1.98 mGy for CC incidences. For MLO incidences the mean glandular doses ranged from 0.97 to
3.98 mGy and a mean value of 2.60 mGy.
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1. Introduction

The most types of cancer among women are the cervical-uterine and breast cancers. The former is
responsible for leading causes of death among women in the north and northeastern Brazilian regions;
the latter kills more in other regions of the country. Of the 231,860 new cases of expected cancers for
2008 in Brazil, 49,400 are breast cancers that are followed by the uterine cervix cancer cases. In the
state of Minas Gerais the gross rate of expected cancer for 2008 is 42.6 new cases for 100,000 women
[1].

The risk factors related to reproductive life women are well established for the development of breast
cancer; age is still one of the most important risk factors. The incidence rates increased rapidly close to
50 years old and it becomes steady in later years [1]. In Brazil the main recommendation of the health
ministry as far as mammography is to survey the population for breast cancer. Mammography is a
method used in the detection and diagnosis of diseases of the breast and is often performed on women
who wish to remain healthy. The mammographic service must maintain a continuous quality control
program of the image in order to avoid both the reduction of the exam quality and the increase of the
frequency of false-positive and false-negative diagnoses. One of the highest risk imposed to a woman
who does mammography is the possibility of a small breast cancer might not be identified and cured
due to low quality examinations. Doses in mammography should be kept as low as possible, without
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reducing the image quality required for the detection of breast cancer. The breast is composed of
tissues with very close densities; the mammography cannot be considered a good quality exam if it is
unable to register normal and abnormal structures with adequate contrast and definition details. The
performance of the mammography unit, the radiographic techniques that include positioning and
compression of the breast, and the film processing have a direct impact on the quality of the image [2].

This research was conducted with the aim to study group of patient data in order to determine the
value of the mean glandular dose received by patients submitted to mammography examinations.
Craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral oblique (MLO) projections were investigated and analyses were
based on the European Community and in image quality criteria [3].

2. Methodology

Data were collected for 25 patients undergoing normal diagnostic examinations in a GE Senographe
DMR Plus with Mo/Mo target/filter mammography unit. Mammographic dose was represented by the
mean glandular dose -MGD that was determined for craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral oblique
(MLO) standard mammographic projections. The study was applied to compressed breast thickness of
4 to 6 mm and Mo/Mo filter / anode material combination. Images were evaluated by a radiologist
using the European Community quality criteria.

The mean glandular dose was determined from the incident air kerma (without backscatter) using
tabulated conversion coefficients for different compressed breast thickness and beam quality [3]
according to the equation:

iG KscD ××=

Where,  DG - mean glandular dose;
Ki - incident air kerma;
s - Spectral correction factor for another filter / anode material combination different than Mo/Mo;
c – Breast composition correction factor for breast glandularity different than 50% for a given patient
age group.

For each patient the high voltage, anode/filter material, projection, compressed breast thickness,
exposure time and tube current product were reported. Incident air kerma for each patient, patient
projection, exposure parameters were collected for all mammographic services. The radiation yield,
half-value layer (HVL) and focus-breast support distance was determined by the equation [5]:
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Where, Y(100) – radiation yield in a distance 100 cm from focus (mGy/mA.s);
Q – exposure-time and tube current product (mA.s);
OP – focus – breast support distance (cm);
l – compressed breast thickness (cm).

To cover a whole range of applied voltage during clinical exams, interpolation was done between the
measured values of radiation yield and HVL.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the variation of the “c” values relative to the HVLs. Mean glandular dose, incident air
kerma and breast thickness results are summarized in Table 1. Results show that there is not a linear
relationship between the average breast thickness and the mean glandular dose. It is observed that for
patients with the same breast thickness the mean glandular dose were different; this is caused by the
influence of different breast glandularity, which it is related to the patient age.



Figure 1 - Breast composition correction factor “c” relative to the half-value layer (HVL) in a Mo/Mo
filter-material combination..
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Table 1 -. Incident air kerma and mean glandular dose (DG) for patients with different compressed
breast thickness submitted to mammography examination with CC and MLO projections in a Mo/Mo
filter-material combination.

Patient
No

breast
thickness

(mm).

incident
air

kerma
(mGy)

mean
glandular

dose
(mGy)

DG with
Criterion>70%

incident
air

kerma
(mGy)

mean
glandular

dose
(mGy)

DG with
Criterion>70%

1 5.1 12,35 2,13 - 13,69 2,45 2,45

2 4.4 13,83 2,47 - 19,97 3,57 3,57

3 4.2 8,09 1,39 - 12,52 2,15 2,15

4 4.2 5,46 0,94 0,94 7,41 1,28 1,28

5 4.7 12,59 2,17 - 16,36 2,82 2,82

6 4.5 12,75 2,28 2,28 13,94 2,49 2,49

7 4 7,94 1,37 - 9,81 1,69 1,69

8 5.8 18,30 3,15 - 23,43 4,32 4,32

9 4.1 31,50 5,42 - 7,87 1,49 1,49

10 5.1 14,66 2,52 2,52 18,34 3,28 3,28

11 4.7 5,25 0,90 - 5,62 0,97 0,97

12 4.6 7,01 1,21 - 8,88 1,53 1,53

13 5 5,20 0,90 0,90 7,76 1,39 1,39

14 5.3 11,72 2,09 2,09 14,89 2,66 2,66

15 4 9,88 1,70 1,70 11,36 1,96 1,96

16 5.7 15,14 2,70 2,70 18,94 3,38 3,38

17 5.1 12,05 2,07 2,07 13,19 2,35 2,35

18 4.9 11,77 2,03 - 14,86 2,65 2,65

19 5.2 11,59 1,99 1,99 14,49 2,59 2,59

20 4.8 8,95 1,54 1,54 18,70 3,34 3,34

21 5.4 12,88 2,22 2,22 16,71 2,98 2,98

22 4.7 12,59 2,17 2,17 16,36 2,82 2,82

23 5 12,51 2,15 2,15 23,13 3,98 3,98

24 6 17,74 3,27 3,27 19,39 3,57 3,57
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Figures 2 and 3 show the criteria for evaluating the image quality that were used in this study for CC
and MLO incidences. Figure 2 shows that for CC projection the criterion with lower acceptance (32%)
was the view of the pectoral muscle at the edge of the image (number 1). Figure 3 shows that for MLO
incidence the visualization of the pectoral muscle was the criterion that was less achieved. In general,
the criteria that were dependent on the patient positioning presented higher noncompliance than the
others.

Figure 2. Criteria for evaluating the image quality in the CC incidences in mammographic exams.

Figure 3: Criteria for evaluating the image quality in the MLO incidences in mammographic exams.

The maximum, minimum and mean values of Ki for CC incidences were 18.30, 11.38 and 5.20 mGy,
respectively. For MLO incidences they were 23.43, 5.62 and 14.8 mGy. The average of the mean



glandular dose was 2.08 mGy for CC and 2.62 mGy for the MLO incidences. Maximum value of the
mean glandular dose was 3.27 mGy in the CC and 4.32 mGy in the MLO incidences. Acceptance
criterion for the image quality was established as 70% or higher; the European Community acceptance
range criteria for breast thicknesses between 4.5 to 6.0 is 2 to 3.3 (acceptable) and 1.6 to 2.6
(desirable).

4. Conclusion

For breast densities of 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissues the incident air-kerma was measured
and the glandular dose calculated considering the x-ray output during the exam. In the study of 50
patients the mean glandular dose varied from 0.90 to 3.27 mGy with a mean value of 1.98 mGy for CC
incidences. For MLO incidences the mean glandular doses ranged from 0.97 to 3.98 mGy and a mean
value of 2.60 mGy.
Results show that there is not a linear relationship between the average breast thickness and the mean
glandular dose. This is caused by the influence of different breast glandularity, which it is related to
the patient age.
In general, criteria for evaluating the image quality were dependent on the patient positioning
presented higher noncompliance than the others. Acceptance criterion for the image quality was
established as 70% or higher
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